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Summary of presentation: 

The big question: are networks of prior contacts causally important in 
explaining professional advancement in modern societies? 

If yes, does differential access to networks explain differences in 
professional advancement of women (and other minorities)? 

The empirical difficulty: correlation between networks and advancement 
is strong but may be due to unobserved characteristics (eg talent) 

Our contribution: analysis of > 20,000 US and EU executives from > 
5,000 firms (>90% of S&P 500, Nasdaq 100 and European indices), 
with an identification strategy: the use of placebo networks 

Our answers to the questions: 1)Yes, very important, and 2) Yes, partly 
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Other related research 

This is part of a program of work on gender and network differences 
with Nicoletta Berardi, Guido Friebel, Marie Lalanne, Bernard 
Richter and Peter Schwardmann   

A experimental study of network formation: making links in the lab 
and the world (Friebel et al 2016) 

A field study of network maintenance: phone communication 
strategies (Friebel and Seabright 2011) 

Studies of network use: professional networks and executive pay 
(Lalanne & Seabright, 2015; Berardi & Seabright, 2012) 

 



Data description and methodology: 

Our dataset: over 22,000 top executives and board members 
working for over 5000 US, UK, French and German companies 
from 1999 to 2011, inc. >90% of main indices; whole BoardEx 
dataset: roughly 380 000 individuals: 

Demography, education, employment history 

Social network information from: universities, non for profit 
organizations and previous companies. We use previous 
employment links to current members of whole Boardex dataset 

Links should be interpreted as opportunities for interactions; we 
do not observe actual investment in social interactions. 
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Networks and Executive Salary 



Networks and Total Executive Compensation 



How do we know networks are the cause? 

We use a placebo method (by analogy with clinical trials) 

Maybe successful executives are also ones who are hired by 
firms that give them large networks 

So we construct for each person their placebo connections – 
those who worked at the same firm at a different time 

Real connections have a much bigger impact on salary than do 
placebo connections – placebo connections have negative sign! 

So the impact of unobserved characteristics is the opposite of 
what we expected… 
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How important economically are these effects? 





What about women’s networks? 

At first sight women’s networks appear to be only about 
half as effective as men’s in promoting professional 
advancement 

But the story is more subtle than that – the selection effect 
(as evidenced by placebo networks) operates differently 
for women and for men.  

The firms that reward and advance talented women are 
less likely than for men to be firms that give them access 
to a network of influential contacts 

Why? 





What are the mechanisms? 

The main mechanism is that networks help women to be 
employed by the kind of firm that pays better 

It also helps women to have more women in their networks 

Is it having more women in your network or working for a 
Female-Friendly Firm (FFF) that matters? 

Paradox: Working for FFFs helps women – but also helps men! 

And women’s networks don’t help them be employed by FFFs 

A possible explanation: FFFs are just “well-managed firms” 



Conclusions 

The use of the placebo method suggests networks of past 
colleagues are highly influential in explaining professional 
advancement for top US and EU executives 

The selection effects on unobservables are negative: more 
talented individuals are, on average, being recruited early in 
their career by firms that give them less access to influential 
networks 

The effects are economically large  

The negative selection effects are stronger for women 


